Thiagu's Blog Global Market Outlook-32 Dec 20
McConnell sees 'no realistic path' in Senate for $2,000 cheque -however Hopes of more U.S.
stimulus post Jan 20 as the pandemic shows no sign of receding - Diminished incremental impact
of new money and no growth accretive.
Net outcome: Explosion in budget & trade deficits. Biden promises lot more next year. Georgia
victory might accelerate implementation of 2021 Democrat agenda.
Markets totally convinced of 2021-dollar decline and the consensus continues to grow stronger.
91.73 Dec close is unlikely, strong and unusual bearish setup targets 88.25 2018 low. Sustained
break of 90.46 falling 21 dma needed to undermine downside bias. Slump through 2018 88.251
low could even bring 200 mma at 86.875. (An outside chance of Plaza accord type crisis brewing
in CY2021 if the dollar continues to slump in low growth world)
Sellers between 1.2310/20 capping for now, but still well bid. EUR/USD resistance at April 2018
monthly high at 1.2414.
China factory activity expands at slower pace. USDCNY Drops to 30-month low of 6.4880 - aim
for 6.4630-6.4670 double Fibo. Weighed down by broad dollar weakness; positioning for 2021yuan rise.
U.K. Parliament approved EU-UK deal.
Concerns over English lockdowns and Level of disruption due to Brexit deal from Jan.1 onward Who cares Dollar selling stampede overwhelming. Eyeing monthly close above 38.2% Fibo of
2014-2020 drop at 1. 3621.Would target 50% from 2014's top & 2018's high at 1.4303/377
USD/JPY broke 103.00 for second-time this month before rebounding - capped near Monday's
swing low. This & last week's 103.89 highs capped (38.2% of Nov-Dec drop). Sub-200-month
MA, 103.89, close targets March's 101.18 pandemic low next
Q2 current account surplus comes off record high. Interplay of global Liquidity deluge and fragile
domestic economy in SHCY 2020. (FIIs bought net $7 bln of equities in Dec, $23 bln in CY 20).
Close past 73.38 is required to negate bearish impulse

